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Part 1:
3D printing technology and how

to get into 3D printing



3D printing technologies
Fused deposition modelling

Image credit: Wikipedia - Zureks



3D printing technologies
Stereolithography
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3D printing technologies

Selective laser melting

Image credit: Wikipedia - Materialgeeza



How to make models for 3D printing
Mathematica
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Software

Software Cost Interface Notes
Mathematica Expensive Text Huge amounts of built-in math
OpenSCAD Free Text Constructive solid geometry
Tinkercad Free Graphical Easy to get into
Blender Free Graphical Powerful, scary user interface
Rhinoceros Not cheap Graphical Best for mathematical designs
etc.

(Rhinoceros demo)
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Part 2:
3D printing in education



Two main uses

1. Make manipulatives and visualizations

I E.g. quadric surfaces, many more examples in Part 3.

2. Students design and 3D print objects

I How much of the course will be 3D printing related? Either:
I Build course around 3D printing.

- Students learn software, technology, do multiple projects.
I Use 3D printing as an add-on project.

- Talk to Rob Grondahl and Brenda Edmonds.

I Do we need a 3D printer ourselves? Either:
I Buy own.

- Requires money, space, maintenance... but fast(ish)
turnaround time.

I Use an online service (e.g. Shapeways.com).
- No startup cost but more expensive per print, higher quality,
more design freedom.
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Why have students learn 3D printing?

I Highly motivating - students get to take home something they
made with their mind.

I Consolidates students’ math skills - use on real world problems.
I 3D printing is perfect for project work, difficult to do in math

otherwise.
I Students self-correct errors: they see that their solution

doesn’t work. (Compare with exams - incorrect answer
"doesn’t matter" and they don’t find out until next week.)

I 3D technology is likely to be highly relevant for future careers.

“The more math you know, the more stuff you can make”
- George Hart



MoMath - Mathenaeum
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Use in High School - UK Department of Education report

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum
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Use in High School - UK Department of Education report

Excerpts
I “Equipping pupils to understand the application and potential

of this new type of technology will be important to helping
prepare them for a world in which similar technologies will be
increasingly commonplace, particularly in STEM contexts.”

I “The 3D printer is ideally suited to project work, where
learning arises naturally as part of an investigation or
construction project.”

I “...the printers had a highly motivational effect on pupils and
most schools reported a greater interest in STEM subjects.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum


Use in College - Laura Taalman, JMU

http://geekhaus.com/3space
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More from Laura Taalman
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More from Laura Taalman

http://mathgrrl.com/hacktastic/
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Use in College - Chris Hanusa, Queens College, CUNY

http://qc.edu/~chanusa/courses/213/15/index.html
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Use in College - Dave Bachman, Pitzer College



More from Dave Bachman

http://davidbachman.org
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More from Dave Bachman

(Joint with Robert Fathauer and me.)

http://davidbachman.org

http://davidbachman.org


Use in College - me
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Part 3:
3D printing for mathematical

visualisation



Parallel projection of a cube



Parallel projection of a hypercube

Hypercube B by Bathsheba Grossman.



Perspective projection of a cube



Perspective projection of a cube



Perspective projection of a hypercube

Hypercube A by Bathsheba Grossman.



Stereographic projection



A better method: radially project the cube to the sphere...
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...then stereographically project to the plane



...then stereographically project to the plane



Do the same thing one dimension up for a hypercube
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More regular 4-dimensional polytopes

16-cell

24-cell

Half of a 120-cell

Half of a 600-cell



Quintessence (joint work with Saul Schleimer)



More fun than a hypercube of monkeys
(joint work with Will Segerman)







http://monkeys.hypernom.com
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Models of hyperbolic geometry



Mobiles (joint work with Marco Mahler)
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Mobiles (joint work with Marco Mahler)



Triple gear (joint work with Saul Schleimer)



Manchester Metroshuttle advertisement, Photo
credit: Bill Beaty Photo credit: meladramos of reddit.

Three pairwise meshing gears are usually frozen...

A challenge: Find a triple of pairwise meshing gears that moves! Is
there a way to make them work if the gears are non-planar?
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“Umbilic Rolling Link” by Helaman Ferguson. “Knotted Gear” by Oskar van Deventer.

Our solution is inspired by these “linked” gears.

They have two “gears”; we want to do the same with three.
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We chose the three-component Hopf link as the basis of the design.

We gradually inflate the three rings, letting them bump against
each other while preserving the 3-fold symmetry, until they reach
maximum thickness.



We had hoped that these rings would only be able to rotate along
their axes.

But unfortunately, they can move out of place, and then
there is a little more room to inflate them further.

To stop them moving out of place, we design gear teeth.
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The “inner” teeth are the images of planes in toroidal coordinates.

The “outer” teeth are determined by “carving”.
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Alternative solutions



Developing fractal curves
(joint work with Geoffrey Irving)













Hinged negatively curved surfaces
(joint work with Geoffrey Irving)













More hinges



Topology joke (joint work with Keenan Crane)



Seifert surface on the (3,3) torus link (joint work with Saul
Schleimer)



Klein quartic (joint work with Saul Schleimer)



Book: Visualizing Mathematics with 3D Printing

http://3dprintmath.com

http://3dprintmath.com
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Thanks!

segerman.org
math.okstate.edu/~segerman/
youtube.com/henryseg
shapeways.com/shops/henryseg
thingiverse.com/henryseg
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